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93 cool and creative crowd-pleasing projects that begin with just butter, marshmallows, and
crispy rice.From individual apples to a graphic zebra large enough for a party, here are 93
ridiculously fun no-bake rice treats. Just mix, shape (with help of 75 printable templates),
decorate, and done!From donuts to dinosaurs—and a robot to a football stadium (to steal the
show at your annual Super Bowl party)—these are easy, unique treats for birthdays, holidays,
school events, and any other day that calls for dessert. 

About the AuthorCreated in 1908 by chocolatiers (and cousins) Theodor Tobler and Emil
Baumann in Bern, Switzerland, Toblerone is one of the world's most recognisable and best-
loved chocolate bars. Its name drives from a combination of Tobler and torrone, the Italian for
nougat. Emil Baumann created the unique recipe consisting of milk chocolate, nougat, almonds
and honey, and Theodor Tobler came up with the distinctive triangular shape and packaging. It's
commonly thought that the Matterhorn in the Swiss Alps was the source of Theodor Tobler's
inspiration for the shape but according to his sons it came from a pyramid created by dancers at
the Folies Bergères. Every Toblerone bar consumed across the world still originates from the
only Toblerone factory in the world, in Bern-Brünnen. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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TablesAcknowledgmentsAbout the AuthorIntroductionMy name is Jessica Siskin, but people
also call me “Misterkrisp” or “Krisp,” or sometimes, if they know me well enough, “Krispie.” When
people find out that I’m a crispy rice treats artist or, more specifically, the woman behind , I’m
often confronted with a series of familiar questions. I’ve learned to fire off answers the way
tollbooth operators fired off directions before everyone and their mother had GPS: The idea
came to me totally by accident. / Because I’m weird like that. / I add food coloring to the butter
and marshmallow before the cereal goes in. / It’s “mister” not “miss” because it’s named after Mr.
Crisp, the villain in the 1993 Whoopi Goldberg film Sister Act 2—yes, that movie does contain
the greatest musical sequence of all time. / No, I haven’t hired anyone. / I don’t eat them in my
kitchen, only when I’m at a celebration where I would be eating dessert anyway. / No, I’m not sick
of crispy rice treats yet.In 2012, the idea to make a crispy rice treat cheeseburger came to me
suddenly when I discovered that food coloring could be added to the traditional side-of-the-box
recipe.I didn’t (and still don’t) know how to cook, and a friend and I had been invited to bring
dessert to a potluck birthday dinner in Brooklyn with the kind of cool, edgy people who probably
hadn’t eaten anything that came in store-bought packaging since beepers were the pinnacle of
mobile communication. Crispy rice treats had been my specialty (aka the only thing I knew how
to make) for years, and my friend had seen me mold them into simple hearts and stars. Since
the birthday girl loved to surf, my friend suggested we make a crispy rice treat surfboard, so I did
what any good millennial would do, and googled “crispy rice treats surfboard.” The Internet, in its
generous infinitude, somehow provided a recipe for exactly what I sought. The recipe called for
food coloring, and later that night in my kitchen when I added color to the mixture I’d made so
many times, I experienced what Oprah would call an “aha! moment.” I was struck by the
immediate and overwhelming impulse to make a crispy rice treat cheeseburger.The following
night, I returned to my kitchen to answer the call of my heart (or Oprah—still not sure). I carefully
colored each batch with food coloring, from the yellow of the bun to the bright red tomatoes,
orangey-yellow American cheese, and vibrant green lettuce before molding it into shape. I used
Cocoa Krispies to make the burger patty, and ripped mini marshmallows into tiny pieces to stud
the top of the bun with “sesame seeds.” When I assembled all the pieces, I actually screamed
out loud—this burger was the coolest thing I’d ever seen. (None of my neighbors came to check
on me.)I snapped a photo, filtered it in Lo-Fi, and posted it to Instagram, where I broke 100
“likes” on a post for the first time, which is like the social media equivalent of becoming a Bat
Mitzvah. I brought it to work the next day at a trendy women’s fashion brand, where everyone
freaked out and devoured it. I knew I was onto something. So I continued to experiment with



quirky and fun treats on special occasions, crafting crispy rice treat bagels, donuts, pizza slices,
and ice cream cones for friends’ birthdays and other celebrations, always posting them on
Instagram, and always getting many more “likes” than when I posted selfies or photos of my
dog.After about a year of playing around in the kitchen, I decided to start a separate Instagram
account for my treats. I called it “Misterkrisp,” and posted a few images of my projects. I put my
email address in the profile field of the account, and on the very first day the account went live, I
received my first order. And orders have continued to pour in every day since. After two months
of waking up at 5 a.m. to make treats before putting in a full day at work and returning home to
make even more of them at night, I decided to leave my job to focus on Misterkrisp full time while
finally pursuing my dream of getting a master’s degree in creative writing.I could not have
imagined all of the opportunities Misterkrisp has brought me. My work has been featured on
Today, in People, the Wall Street Journal, O magazine, New York magazine, and countless other
outlets. I’ve collaborated with Kellogg’s and so many other amazing brands. One time, a girl
recognized me in Target in another state. The best part of Misterkrisp, though, has been the
opportunity to make bespoke treats for customers to help them celebrate special occasions. It’s
an intrinsically happy job; people want dessert when life is good.I love that I get to spend my
days doing something so deliciously silly and that I get to share that with other people. We live in
an unprecedentedly fast-paced, information-soaked world, filled with scores of obligations and
serious matters to attend to, but how can you possibly be stressed out when you come across
something as ridiculous as a giant taco made out of crispy rice cereal?For a long time I thought I
was weird because, as a kid, I spent a lot of the time I should’ve been working or studying
making art projects instead. Even into my late twenties, I’d sometimes find myself at work
drawing cupcakes and other elaborate doodles on sales reports when I should have been
analyzing the data. Instead of following my creative impulses, I’d been suppressing them. Today,
I feel so fortunate that I get to share my creative outlet with you in this book, and inspire you to
exercise some of your creativity in a way that is so much better than an average art project
because . . . you get to eat it in the end.Even if you’re not the stereotypically crafty type, you’ll be
surprised at how easy it is to make a really cool-looking and delicious-tasting dessert. When
friends come over to help or watch me make treats, they’re always shocked by how quickly it all
comes together. Rice crispy treats are super fast to make; the ingredients are widely available
and a lot cheaper (and some might say healthier) than the ingredients in so many other
desserts. It’s also a very forgiving medium—I’ve made thousands of treats and plenty of
mistakes, but I’ve only had to start over completely three or four times (and those were on very
advanced designs. . . . Okay, the truth is that I got distracted listening to the Hamilton
soundtrack). Because I have no professional training, many of the techniques I use are common
sense and don’t involve a lot of finesse. I mold with my hands, spread icing with my fingers, wash
my hands a lot throughout the process, and generally wing it with a lot of details. These are
methods anyone can use at home, which is good news for you.As with anything, practice makes
perfect (although there’s no such thing as perfect). Don’t expect your treats to look exactly like



the ones in the book—even mine look a little different every time I make them. The most
important thing to take from this book is a spirit of irreverence. Improvise, have fun, and
customize your treats to make the people you love smile. Go off script and use these techniques
to manifest your wildest creative imagination; just don’t forget to share them with me by using the
hashtag #misterkrisp. And remember, no matter how it looks in the end, it’s nearly impossible to
screw up this amazing-tasting recipe—just eat the evidence, and no one will ever know.How to
Use This BookEvery project in Treat Yourself! begins with the same basic recipe, using the same
basic ingredients: crispy rice cereal, mini marshmallows, butter, and food coloring. It all starts
there, and the only limits are the boundaries of your imagination. And the laws of physics. Add
candies and icing, start introducing molds and other shaping tools, and you’ve already taken
your treat-making ability to the next level.The basic treat recipe can be multiplied by any factor
and, for convenience and quick reference, I’ve broken it down into common batch sizes (see
Batch Guide). To gather the appropriate ingredient quantities in advance, use the note at the top
of each project that indicates which batch size (or sizes) you need to make. I’m not a planner
(except when it comes to what snack I am going to eat next), but since time is of the essence
when it comes to treat-making, it’s very important that you approach each project with a plan.
Once the mixture hardens, you won’t be able to continue to mold it, so make each batch right
before you use it to complete a step.Most projects include a template that you can download by
visiting workman.com/misterkrisp. (Exceptions include the Apples, Hot Dogs, Ice Cream Cones,
Watermelon, and other more dimensional projects.) Once printed and pieced together, the
templates will act as a guide for making different shapes, almost paint-by-numbers style. Refer
to the instructions for how to use them with best results. In the meantime, read on to discover
more tips, tricks, and techniques in my treatise on treats. Yeah, that just happened.Apologies in
advance for the abundance of puns in this book. I can’t help who I am.Basic Treat Recipe and
How-toPeople are shocked when I tell them that I don’t know how to cook anything besides
crispy rice treats (and scrambled eggs). When my best friend taught me how to make this simple
recipe on a snowy day in 2011, I was surprised by how easy it was. So here it is, the ur-recipe.
From here spring all the iterations of crispy treats you see in these pages. Regardless of what
size batch you’re mixing up (see Batch Guide), the ratios of crispy rice cereal to marshmallows
to butter stay the same.Essential Ingredients• Butter (I recommend using salted butter.)• Crispy
rice cereal (I use Kellogg’s Rice Krispies.)• Food coloring (I use AmeriColor Soft Gel Paste or
McCormick Food Color. See notes.)• Mini marshmallows (I use Kraft Jet-Puffed.)Essential Tools
and Equipment• Soup pot (nonstick)*• Silicone spatula• Parchment paper• Cooking spray (I use
PAM Original.)* I use a 12-quart nonstick stock pot for every treat I make, regardless of its
finished size. The larger the pot (and higher the sides), the less chance I have of little bits of
cereal escaping when I stir. I don’t recommend using smaller than a 6- or 8-quart pot.Essential
ingredientsBatch GuideBatch CodeCereal (cups)Marshmallows (cups)Butter
(tablespoons)Food coloring (total
drops)A128614B107512C86410D6438E4326F321½5G21½14H1¾½3Some Notes on Food



ColoringWhile the other ingredients in the basic recipe are precisely measured, the food
coloring required will vary slightly depending on the type of food coloring you use and how vivid
you want the colors to be. I’ve specified a conservative number of drops, because you can
always add more. (If you find just after you’ve added the cereal, that you want more saturated
shades, you can troubleshoot by adding a few more drops of food coloring while you’re
stirring.)If there are two shades of food coloring listed in a single step, split the amount indicated
for the batch size 50-50 unless otherwise noted. (For example, batch C has 10 drops of food
coloring, so if a recipe says “use white and 2 drops of green,” you should use 8 drops of white to
make the total 10.)I primarily use AmeriColor Soft Gel food coloring, but any brand you can find
at your local supermarket will work, too; you can mix your own colors by combining different
shades.Note: The time measurements in these instructions are based on the C batch (8-cup)
treat recipe. The time will fluctuate slightly depending on batch size. In general, though, it’s
important to work quickly and keep your eye on what’s happening in the pot. The marshmallows
should never become liquid.1. In a large stockpot, melt the butter over low heat until it’s 80
percent melted (see photo), about 1 minute 20 seconds. Note: If the butter begins to sizzle,
lower the heat. It should melt very slowly.2. Add the mini marshmallows and stir gently, coating
them with melted butter, about 30 seconds.3. When the marshmallows are about 80 percent
melted (when you can still see the individual marshmallow shapes but they are beginning to run
together), add the food coloring. Stir for another 15 seconds and then turn off the heat.4. Stir
gently until the color is well distributed but the marshmallows are still only about 80 percent
melted, about 35 seconds (you should still be able to identify individual pieces within the melted
ones). Note: If the marshmallows melt too much, the mixture will be too hot to handle—wait 1–2
minutes and then mold quickly!5. Add the cereal and mix well, until the marshmallows and
cereal are fully combined, about 40 seconds. Do not overmix!6. Once the mixture is combined,
coat the palms of your hands with cooking spray before handling it. Pour the mixture onto your
work surface and begin molding it with your hands. Spray your hands again throughout the
process, as needed.Using the TemplatesI love coloring. When I go to restaurants with coloring-
book-style menus meant for children under 10, I always ask for crayons and don’t even bother
pretending I’m accompanied by a child. These templates are to crispy treat making what coloring
books are to coloring. Use them as a guide to make the base shapes before adding dimension
and detail on top. The idea for these templates came from my sister, who made her own
Halloween “sisterkrisp” by drawing the shape of a ghost in Sharpie on a piece of paper and
covering it with parchment paper to help guide her as she molded. You can use her technique to
make your own unique crispy treats, or download the templates in this book at .1. Download and
print all four pieces of the template on standard 8½ × 11-inch paper (or A4 paper for non–U.S.
regions) with scaling turned off, at 100%. Arrange the pieces on a flat surface, and tape them
together. Most of the templates will be about 17 × 22-inch (or 43 × 56 cm) dimensions when tiled
together.2. Place the template on a sturdy, flat surface such as a cake board (see Resources
and FAQs), a cutting board, or a cookie sheet (flipped upside down), and cover it with



parchment paper.3. Pour the crisp mix onto the parchment paper and fill the template per the
instructions.4. Place the finished project in the freezer for at least 1 hour before moving it.5.
Squeeze a small amount of icing onto the surface of a serving platter or cardboard cake board.
Gently lift the treat from the parchment paper and place it on the portable surface.Note: If you
plan to serve your treat directly on the parchment, slide out the template, and use a warm, damp
paper towel to clean up any messy marshmallow or icing residue left over from the molding
process.Special Tools and EquipmentIn addition to the essential tools and equipment, there are
a few instances in which extra stuff is needed to properly construct the project. You probably
already have most of these items in your kitchen, but make sure to read through the project
recipe thoroughly beforehand to see if you might need to acquire something new for it. While I
always encourage you to improvise and get creative during the process, using these items when
they’re called for will ensure that the projects turn out like they’re pictured in this book.•
Aluminum foil (not pictured)• Cake rings (8-inch and 10-inch diameters)• Cardboard cake
boards (not pictured)• Cookie cutters (4-inch diameter round, flower, football)• Icing tubes
(small)• Knives (4-inch paring knife and/or 8-inch chef’s knife)• Measuring tape• Mini donut pan•
Mixing bowl (small, about 6-inch diameter)• OodleTip piping bags• Pie pan• Plastic spoons (not
pictured)• Rolling pin (not pictured)• Spatula (small and large, metal offset)• Toothpicks• Wilton
icing tips (round, star, leaf, petal)• Wooden skewers• Zip-top bagsSpecial tools and
equipmentSpecial Ingredients (for Decorating)My kitchen looks pretty normal at first glance. But
open my cabinets, and it begins toseem like a young Willy Wonka had a raging house party and
had to clean up quickly before his parents got home. My shelves are overflowing with unique
candies that I use to decorate my crispy treats in innovative ways. I love problems that end in
candy solutions—I once made candy cold cuts for a “turkey sandwich” treat using white
Airheads that I painted carefully with brown and gold icings. Yellow Starburst candies make great
pats of butter for crispy treat pancakes, and black M&M’s are perfect animal eyes.Icing I use
Wilton Decorating Icing and Wilton Sparkle Gel, which are sold in individual tubes. You can
make your own icing, but I find that the Wilton brand products work really well with the texture of
crispy treats. You can purchase icing tips (specially shaped nozzles that fit on the end of a tube
of icing) for the decorating icings—I often have several sets on hand because I’m usually
working with multiple colors at once, but you can rinse the tips with warm water and switch
colors as often as you’d like.For extra control when adding details, fill small squeeze bottles with
icing using a tube of Wilton Decorating Icing with a round tip. Make sure to rinse them out before
use! Alternatively, you can use the Wilton Writing Tip Set, stainless steel icing tips (sold with
couplers to attach to a standard icing tube), to achieve a similar level of detail.After adding icing
detail, wait 10 to 30 minutes to let it set, then gently pat down any raised bits for a more uniform
look.Candy Melts Many recipes include candy melts, round discs of colored candy. In a lot of
cases, these can be replaced with icing of the same color to reduce the number of supplies you
need to purchase. For example, the centers of the flowers on the Flowerpot project) use candy
melts, but you can easily substitute circles of yellow decorating icing.Working with food dye If a



recipe calls for making the treat mixture in multiple colors, you only need to rinse the pot out if
the next color is a lighter shade (but feel free to rinse as often as you’d like). Make sure to wash
your pot thoroughly between uses.Special ingredients and materials for decorating• Airheads
(orange, white, red)• Aluminum foil• Buttercream icing• Candy Melts (white, red, pink, yellow,
purple, orange, green, blue)• Celebration Candy Crumble (blue, purple)• Chocolate chunks•
Chocolates, assorted• Confetti sprinkles• Cookies-and-cream sprinkles• Decorating Icing,
Wilton (all colors)• Food color spray (gold, silver)• Froot Loops• Fruit Roll-Ups (blue/green)•
Gummi Watermelon Rings• “Happy Birthday” candles• Haribo Fruit Salad• Haribo Red Licorice
Wheels• Jelly Belly Gummi Pet Tarantula• Lollipop sticks• M&M’s (colors specified in the
recipes)• Marshmallows, regular and mini• Oreo cookies, Original and Golden• Pearl sugar•
Rainbow sprinkles (classic cylinder, round)• Red, White, and Blue Sprinkles, Wilton• Rice
Krispies (or other crispy rice cereal)• Sixlets (pink)• Sparkle Gel (Wilton Sparkle Gel
recommended)• Sweetened coconut flakes• Twizzlers (flavors specified in the recipes)• Wafer
ice cream conesTricks, Techniques, and TroubleshootingDespite the results being edible, I
consider making these treats to be a lot more like arts and crafts than cooking or baking. My
younger sister went to pastry school, and whenever she observes me making crispy rice treats,
she reminds me I’m technically doing everything wrong. This is good news for you because it
means anyone can replicate these methods—no experience or training required. As long as the
final product looks (and tastes) good, the process should be all about having fun. I sculpt the
mixture like it’s Play-Doh and finger paint details just like I did in kindergarten. Follow your
instincts and use your hands to craft these projects. Nonetheless, here are some tips and
tricks.Your new best friend: Cooking spray. You can never spray your hands too many times.
Keeping your hands lubricated will make molding the sticky treats into shapes exponentially
easier. If you find that the mixture is still too loose or sticky, wait a couple of minutes and try
again.Photo reference: When I make crispy rice treats at home, I usually look at a photo of what
I’m replicating on my phone while I work (my phone is always coated with butter!). Because I
consider referring to photos (on a phone or on paper) to be the best method for making and
decorating creative treats, I’ve included step-by-step photos for you to use as a visual guide.
Each photo corresponds to a step in the written instructions, but after a little practice, you may
not even need to read the instructions anymore!Like putty in your hands: When you begin to
think of the crispy mixture as a kind of clay, you’ll realize that you can use your hands for all kinds
of molding techniques. Create cylinders by rolling it back and forth between your hands, or mold
balls by pressing it in your palms. Note: Wash and dry your hands thoroughly before getting
started. I find that I’m able to achieve fine detail with my fingers (rather than with gloves or
shaping tools) and simply wash my hands frequently throughout the process.Emergency stash:
Even when the instruct-ions tell you to use all of the mixture in a step, always reserve a small
handful off to the side. If you mess up the icing (it happens!), just scrape it off (and eat it) and
cover it with some of your emergency-stash crisp mixture.For the kids: When working with kids,
allow the mixture to cool a bit longer (about 2 to 5 minutes total). Even though it might be more



challenging to make precise shapes once the mixture has cooled, it’s easier and more fun for
kids to work with—and hey, sometimes it’s about the journey, not the destination.What to do with
scraps: In some cases, the recipe calls for more mixture than you will use. You can eat the extra
right away, but you can also make what I call “scrapcakes”: Spray a cupcake tin with cooking
spray and fill the cups bit by bit with all of the different-colored scraps as you go. Sometimes the
color combinations are pretty and sometimes they’re hideous, but they’re always
delicious.Serving and StoringOnce the last Twizzler piece has been placed and the last dot of
icing has been blended, it’s time to eat or . . . wait to eat! I highly doubt your treats will go very
long without being devoured, but just in case you have self-control (what’s that like?), here are a
few things to consider . . .Yields and recipe-doubling: Each recipe includes the number of
servings or an approximate finished size. For individual treats (like the Ice Cream Cones, or the
Smiley Emojis), multiply the recipe as desired to fit your crowd—one serving is one piece. The
sheet cake–style treats, on the other hand, feed ten to twenty people depending on how you
slice them. (Use a large chef’s knife to cut your treat into servable pieces!) And, if you’re looking
to serve more than twenty, it’s easier to make two treats (two Fire Engines, for example, two
Avocados) than to double the recipe to make a single large treat. It’s hard to find a serving
surface that big, and the templates are sized to match the printed recipe.Storage: Crispy treats
are best served fresh, but if you’re making treats in advance of an event (or somehow manage to
have some left over), store the treat, covered with a sheet of parchment or in a closed container,
in the freezer for up to three days. (Note: Do not substitute the refrigerator for the freezer. Storing
in the refrigerator will leave the treats stale.) When you’re ready to eat the treat, let it thaw for
about 10 minutes before serving.RecipesApples • Avocado • Awareness Ribbon • Bagels and
Lox • Balloons • Balls • Barbecue Grill • Bicycle • Bikini • Birthday Cake • Book • Bowling Ball
and Pin • Box of Chocolates • Camera • Cereal Bowl • Checkerboard • Cheeseburger •
Christmas Tree • Cola Bottle • Cookies • Crown • Dancing Lady Emoji • Dinosaur • Donuts •
Drumsticks • Earth • Easter Egg • Eggs and Bacon • Eiffel Tower • Elephant • Empire State
Building • Engagement Ring • Fire Engine • Flag • Flowerpot • Football Stadium • Fruit • Gift Box
• Gingerbread Man • Golden Retriever • Goldfish Bowl • Golf Hole • Graduation Cap • Guitar •
Gumball Machine • Hot Dogs • Ice Cream Cones • Ice Pop • Laptop • Lemonade • Letters • Lips
• Lobster • Lollipops • Masterpiece • Menorah • Monkey • Movie Popcorn • New Year’s Hat •
Newspaper • Numbers • Paper Coffee Cup • Passover Seder Plate • Pie • Piñata • ‘Pizza •
Pretzel • Purse • Rainbow Cake • Robot • Smartphone • Smiley Emoji • Sneaker • Snowman •
Spiderweb • State Pride • Statue of Liberty • Suitcase • Sun • Sunglasses • Sushi • Taco • Teddy
Bear • Tennis Racquet • Thanksgiving Turkey • T-shirt • Twins Emoji • Video Game Controller •
Watermelon • Wedding Cake • Wizard Hat • Yourself • ZebraApplesLevel: MediumIt may not be
super original to begin an alphabetized book with apples, but aardvarks aren’t that cute. These
apples are a unique twist on the traditional teacher gift or a fun addition to a New York City–
themed party. Slice them open to reveal their “flesh,” just like real apples, and the chocolate-
flavored stem is an added bonus!Makes 10 applesTreat Recipes(see basic recipe)1 D batch, no



food coloring1 C batch, with 8 drops red and 2 drops brown food coloringSpecial Ingredients3
chocolate TwizzlersEquipmentParchment paperScissorsCooking spray1. Using scissors, cut
each Twizzler in half. Set aside the 6 cut pieces for the apple stems.2. Mix the D batch recipe for
the inside of the apples, and let sit, about 2 minutes. Generously coat your hands with cooking
spray. Take one large handful of the mixture and place a Twizzler piece in the top center.3. Mold
the handful into a ball around the Twizzler and place it on the parchment-covered work
surface.4. Repeat Step 3 five times, then place the 6 treats in the freezer while you mix the next
batch.5. Mix the C batch recipe. Remove the 6 treats (the apple insides) from the freezer and
cover each treat in the red mixture.6. Flatten the bottom of each apple and press down around
the stem to create an apple shape.7. Using scissors, trim the Twizzler stems so they’re
proportionate to the finished apples (about 1½ inches from the tops of the
apples).AvocadoLevel: EasyI don’t know how avocados became associated with being “basic,”
but I know that basic things are basic because a lot of people like them, and a lot of people like
them because they are good. And avocados are the best. Even if you’re tired of seeing photos of
avocado toast on social media, you’ll never get tired of photographing this treat or eating it. After
all, it’s a super food incredibly high in nutrition and low in sugar . . . oh, wait, JK.Makes 1
avocado, 12½ inches tallTreat Recipes(see basic recipe)1 C batch, lime green food coloring1 E
batch, green food coloring1 H batch, brown food coloringSparkle gelLime
greenEquipmentParchment paperCooking spray1. Mix the C batch recipe and pour the mixture
onto the parchment-covered template on the work surface. Generously coat your hands with
cooking spray.2. Use both hands to mold the mixture over the inner portion of the template,
smoothing the edges until the mixture begins to firm.3. Press down with both hands to make a
depression in the center.4. Mix the E batch recipe and, in small handfuls, press the dark green
mixture over the outer section of the template.5. Continue applying handfuls and smoothing the
mixture until you’ve created a border all the way around the treat.6. Mix the H batch recipe and
shape it into an oval. Place it in the depression in the center of the treat.7. Using lime green
sparkle gel, outline the border where the dark and light green mixtures meet.8. Use your finger to
smudge and blend the outline.Awareness RibbonLevel: Easy
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Rose Lloyd, “AMAZING, useful, fun and creative book!. This is by far my FAVORITE food book
EVER. Jessica Siskin, the author, makes it SO easy to follow along step by step and recreate
her creative masterpieces, complete with exact measurements, pictures and molding templates
so you can design your krisp-creations super easily. The instructions are also so easy to
understand that you can tweak some and add your own creative twists too. AND the writing is
super witty and fun to read! There is a krisp for every occasion in the book and now that I've
started making them at home, friends & family won't stop calling and asking how I did it! So
obviously lots of people are getting Treat Yourself for Christmas :) this is a really fun couples or
family activity and make for the perfect treat to bring along to parties: I'm bringing christmas
trees and a snowman to my work holiday party. I'm also going to do creative krisps with my
students next semester! 11/10, can't recommend enough!”

Zeeceeskie, “Such creativity!. Each krispie concept is more creative than the last. I loved the
guitar (pg. 145) so much I had to try it myself, because I know I play a bad guitar. I turned to her
like a long lost friend when she advised to not let the marshmallows melt all the way down - to
instead keep them lingering slowly and melting away. I stirred the krispie mix with a ladle that my
grandmother had bought me, then laid it out lengthwise like a little scoop of plaster mix and
began to paint on the icing. I'm not an artist and I dont paint quite a lot, so this helping friendly
book made the treat come alive! And boy was I glad glad glad it was alive. I put it in the fridge so
I could eat it in the morning and was waiting ALL night to take a taste of my creation. It was
delicious, like a thick strawberry goo. She made it so simple!”

Meredith Hope, “Great gift!. I bought this for a 6 year old friend for Christmas, and he loved it! I
sent it with Rice Krispies, marshmallows, food coloring, and $5 for butter. His parents don’t seem
to mind having a project to do with him, and he loves making a pretty treat for visitors.”

RDM, “Fun, whimsical, and easy!. Really love what Mister Krisp created here. She's one of my
favorite Insta accounts and did a great job taking us BTS to see how the treats are made. I've
made quite a few of the recipes and they all turned out well. My friends were quite impressed.
Love!”

just drea, “Super cute and super easy. Super cute and super easy. I mean, I get that you don't
need a recipe to make rice crisps. however some of the ratios for making bold colors, the design
inspiration and how much of each color crisps to actually create the shape) are very helpful. I
have made a few shapes - and overtime I take them into the office, at least 1 person goes and
buys the book.”

Sarah, “I can't tell you how much I love this book. I can't tell you how much I love this book!



Perfect for any age, turn your next dinner party into something insta-worthy! This book has so
many great ideas, and you can even download templates for each project to make them
suuuuper easy! Plus, the book is cool enough to live on your coffee table. BUY THIS BOOK!”

Tiny Kitchen Treats, “a product young and old will enjoy, and the book is priced so everyone
can .... Cleverly written. Genius templates to follow. Materials anyone can find at their local
grocery store, a product young and old will enjoy, and the book is priced so everyone can afford
it. Yasss yaaaas yaaaassss.”

maria, “This book is so much fun. The recipes are so easy to follow and .... 5+ starts for sure!
This book is so much fun. The recipes are so easy to follow and the end product looks like
Misterkrisp herself made itl! I bought 2 copies, one as a coffee table book, because it is a great
conversation piece, and one to keep in the kitchen for my daughter and I to share. I particuarly
love the little blurbs that go along with each recipe!”

The book by Charles G. Reavis has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 59 people have provided feedback.
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